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Abstract 
This paper concerns determining a new class of statistics for Catalan lattice paths that satisfy 
the Narayana distribution and account for certain specified behavior of the paths at the constrain- 
ing boundary. Each new statistic is shown to be related, usually bijectively, to either a known or 
another new statistic having the Narayana distribution. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights 
reserved 
1. Introduction 
On Z 2 consider lattice paths having positively directed vertical and horizontal unit 
steps with 0 denoting a vertical step, or ascent, and with 1 denoting a horizontal 
step, or descent. For nonnegative integer n, the set of Catalan paths, or Dyck paths, 
C(n), is the set of  all lattice paths from (0,0) to (n,n) that never run below the 
constraint y=x. Hence, [C(n)l is the nth Catalan number. Fig. 5 illustrates the path 
P = 00110001001111 c C(7). 
Our goal is to determine those statistics, or functions, O on Un>~0 C(n) that account 
for some specified behavior of a path near the constraint y = x and that satisfy the 
Narayana distribution, i.e., 
1 (~) (  n ) 
I{e~C(n): O(P)=k} l  = n k+ 1 (1) 
for n > 0. A Narayana statistic is a statistic distributed as in Eq. (1). 
For P=P1 ...Ph...P2nEC(n), the following denote the better-known Narayana 
statistics on C(n), none of which account for peculiarities near the constraint, see 
[1,6,7,10]. 
(i) OEA(P)-----I{h: P2h = 0}[ = the number of evenly positioned ascents on the path P, 
(ii) Ov(P )  = [{h: PhPh+l = 10}[ = the number of valleys on P, 
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(iii) ODA(P)-----I{h: PhPh+t = 00}l = the number of double ascents on P, 
(iv) OL(P)=I{h: PhPh+lPh+2=O01}l + I{h: PhPh+~Ph+2=llO}] = the number of 
nonfinal maximal constant subpaths of length greater than one on P. 
In any path, P=PIP2...PhPh+I...Pn, a step pair, PhPh+l, is called even-odd if h 
is even. We will often overline the even--odd step pairs to emphasize the parity of 
their positions in a given path. For example, P=01001011 E C(4), may be written 
as 0 10 01 01 1. This paper is a continuation of the paper [9], in which we stud- 
ied path statistics, 8, that satisfy the so-called even-odd-even-odd condition. For a 
given P =PI...Ph...P2n E C(n), this condition requires that each O(P) is essentially a 
weighted sum of the frequencies of the elements in the following multiset of quadruples 
on the path P: 
{P2hP2h+l P2h+2P2h+3 : l~<h~<n-3}. 
Notably, the value O(P) is independent of the positions of these quadruples on the 
path P and is independent of n except as a bound for summation. The paper [9] yielded 
a catalog of 113 different statistics atisfying the condition including the four known 
statistics listed above. 
The stimulus for this paper is the recent definition and result of Deutsch [3]: 
Definition 1. For any path, P1P2...P2n E C(n), a pair of steps PhPh+l is called a high 
peak if PhPh+l = 01 and Ph does not touch the constraint y=x.  Let Grip(P) denote 
the number of high peaks on P. 
Proposition 1. ~HP is a Narayana statistic. 
Alternatives to Deutsch's proofs appear in Sections 5 and 6. Notice that (~HP does 
not satisfy the even-odd--even-odd condition since on any path, P, a l0 10 subpath, 
with its peak at the middle 01, contributes to ~gHp(P) if, and only if, 10 l0 does not 
touch the constraint y =x. This paper will introduce many Narayana statistics that, 
along with ~Hp(P), satisfy the constraint - -  even-odd-even-odd condition, defined 
in Section 2. This condition modifies the even--odd-even-odd condition by counting 
certain specified quadruples in a manner depending on their behavior near the constraint 
y=x.  
Definition 2. Let IgCoA(P) denote the number of oddly positioned vertical steps on P 
that are not immediately followed by a horizontal step that touches the constraint y : x. 
(COA connotes conditional odd ascents.) 
Definition 3. In any path a maximal subpath of 1 's is called a conditional long descent 
if its length exceeds one whenever it does not touch the constraint and its length exceeds 
two whenever it touches the constraint. Let OcL(P) denote the number of long ascents 
(i.e., maximal sequences of O's) plus the number of conditional long descents on P. 
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Table 1 
Here are the values of some Narayana statistics on C(4) 
P E c~(4) OEA(P) OHp(P) OCoA(P) OcL(P) 
0 00 11 01 1 2 2 2 2 
00001 11 1 2 1 2 2 
001 0011 1 2 2 2 3 
00011 10 1 1 1 2 2 
000 1011 1 1 2 3 2 
01000 11 1 1 1 2 2 
0 01 01 01 1 3 3 1 1 
0 01 01 10 1 2 2 1 1 
0 01 10 01 1 2 2 2 2 
0 10 01 01 1 2 2 1 1 
0 10 10 01 1 1 1 1 1 
0 10 01 10 1 1 1 1 1 
0 01 10 10 1 1 1 1 1 
0 10 10 10 1 0 0 0 0 
We will use either bijective or generating function methods to prove that the statis- 
tics, tgup, OCOA, OCL, and Ocw (See Definition 9.) are Narayana statistics. We will 
then use a candidate-verification scheme similar to that employed in the paper [9] 
to establish a catalog of 50 different Narayana statistics atisfying the constraint - -  
even--odd-even-odd condition. This study yields a novel byproduct in Corollary 2 of 
Section 5: namely, the symmetric Kreweras-Poupard distribution counts parallelogram 
polyominoes with respect o the number of wide rows and the number of notches on 
the two bounding lattice paths for each polyomino. 
2. The constraint - -  even-odd-even-odd condition and matrix codes 
Any statistic satisfying Definition 4, below, is said to satisfy the even-odd--even- 
odd condition, while any satisfying Definition 5 is said to satisfy the constraint - -  
even-odd-even-odd condition. 
Definition 4. When M is a 4 by 4 matrix with integer entries and P E C(n), M(P) 
denotes a statistic encoded by M that we define as follows: Index the rows and the 
columns of M by 00, 01, 10, and 11 in lieu of the usual 1,2,3,4. For P=PI  ...ph... 
P2n E C(n) define M(P) to be a sum of selected, perhaps repeatedly, entries of M 
defined by 
M(P)= ~ (M)p2hp2h+l,p2h+2p2h+3. 
1 ~<h ~<n--2 
Definition 5. For a 4 by 4 matrix M, a matrix code, denoted by the 5 by 4 matrix, 
M [abcd]' or more compactly by Mabcd , is a statistic defined for any path P=P1.. .Ph.. .  
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l:'2n E C(n) as 
abcd (P)=M(P) 
where 
q- INITIAL(P; a) + CONSTRAINT(P; b, c, d), (2) 
and 
INITIAL(P; a)  = z(a ----- 0 )z (P  2 = 0) q- ~((a = 1 )•(P2 = 1 ) 
+ z(a = 2)z(P2P3 -- 01 ) + z(a = 3)z(P3 ---- 0) 
CONSTRAINT(P; b, el, e2) 
=z(b=0) .  {h: P2hP2h+le2h+2P2h+3 =Xl )(2 and i<2h ~ P i<h-  1} 
+z(b= 1). {h: P2hP2h+lP2h+2P2h+3 =X1 X2 and i<2h~ e i=h-  1} 
where X/=01 if el=2, Xi=10 if el=3, and X,.= 11 if ei=4. X denotes the truth 
function where x(A)= 1 if A is true and 0 otherwise. 
Observe that x(a = 0)x(P2 = 0) accounts for an initial even-odd step pair being either 
00 or 01, while :t(a= 1)x(P2 = 1) accounts for an initial even-odd step pair being 10. 
Notice that something accounting for the direction of the second step, P2, on each 
path, P, is certainly needed if a matrix code is to satisfy the Narayana distribution 
on C(2)--{0011, 0101}. Further observe that I{h: e2hP2h+lP2h+2P2h+3 =X1 )(2 and 
~i<2h Pi <h - 1}l is the frequency of quadruples )(1 X2 on P having the initial point 
of P2hP2h+lP2h+2e2h+3 more than one unit from the constraint. 
3. Some examples of matrix codes 
The path 
P=0 00 10 10 01 00 11 01 01 01 11 10 10 00 11 1 
has eight high peaks and one low peak. Next is a list of all even-odd-even-odd 
quadruples of this path where 6"1 indicates a high peak and where 01 indicates a low 
peak, since the initial point of 10~10 is one unit from the constraint 
06"10, 16"10, 1001, 0100 06"11 1101, 016"1, 
O16"l, 0111, 1110, 16"10, 1000, 06"11. 
Note that in 0101 we may count only the right peak since the left peak was counted 
by the previous quadruple. 
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Consider developing a matrix code for the statistic OHp. To count the high peaks of 
a path, P, we propose counting the occurrences of the quadruples, P2he2h+lP2h+2e2h+3, 
that are equal to one of the following eight patterns, each containing a middle or a 
right peak: 
0001, 00 10, 00 11, 01 01, 10 01, 10 11, 11 01 (3) 
and 
10 10 only when ~ P j<h-  1. (4) 
j<2h 
Note that 01 00, 01 10, and 01 11 will have their peaks accounted for by the 01 
occupying the last two positions of some other quadruple. Likewise, each 01 01 may 
be counted only once. Let 
0 1 1 1 
0 1 0 0 
M= 
0 1 0 1 
0 1 0 0 
M accounts for the seven patterns of (3). Arbitrarily we have underlined an entry to 
clarify further the notation. The _1 in row 00 and column 01 corresponds to counting 
each occurrence of e2hP2h+lP2h+2e2h+3 =00 01 once. 
The high peaks of case (4) are counted by 
x(b = 0). {h: e2he2h+lP2h+2e2h+3 = 10 10 and Pi <h-  1} . 
i <2h 
Hence, b = 0, c = 3, and d = 3. The device that accounts for the high peak occurring 
as P2P3 =01 is )~(a =2) .  x(P2P3 =01). Thus, 
Lemma 1. 
OHp(P) = 
01 1 0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
2 0 3 
(P). (5) 
Another matrix code for high peaks is given in the next lemma 
Lemma 2. 
OHp(P) = 
0 0 0 0 
I 1 0 0 
1 1 0 1 
1 1 0 0 
0 0 3 3 
(P). (6) 
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To see this, let P =P1P2...Pz,. The initial peak of P is high if, and only if, 
x(P2 = 0)= 1, which corresponds to the first entry of the fifth row of the code be- 
ing 0. Corresponding to each noninitial peak is a nearest valley on its left. When a 
noninitial peak is high, the corresponding valley occurs in one of the following eight 
quadruple forms: 
e2he2h+le2h+2P2h+3=OlO0, 0101, 1100, 1101, 1000, 1001, 1011, 
or 1010 (1010 only when ~ P j<h-  1). 
j <2h 
The first seven forms yield the l 's in the first four rows. The last quadruple yields the 
pattern 0, 3, 3 of the fifth row of the code. 
In a similar manner one can check that the following lemmas hold: 
Lemma 3. 
OCOA(P) = 
0 0 0 
1 0 1 
0 0 
0 3 
(P). (7) 
Lemma 4. 
OcL(P) ---- 
1 0 0 
1 1 0 
1 0 0 
0 0 2 
(P). 
4. A new catalog of  Narayana statistics 
For each (a,b,c,d)E {0, 1,2,3} × {0, 1} × {2,3,4} x {2,3,4} there is a set of matrix 
M codes, each code having the form Mabcd- [abcd]" We will focus on a subcollection of 
these sets. 
Proposition 2. The 59 matrix codes recorded in Fios. 1-4 account for all Narayana 
statistics that satisfy the constraint - -  even-odd-even-odd condition and have the 
form Mabcd where (a,b,c,d)6 {0, 1} × {0} x {2,3} × {2,3}. Fifty of these codes are 
pairwise different as statistics. 
Figs. 1-3 show the prominence of the codes for OHp, OCOA and •CL, given by the 
lernmas in the previous ection. 
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OHP 
[I] °i~ I 
°06 1020 
I~ 1] °°1 i 
°10 L I02  
SL4 
i o] [o] 0 ~001 0007 SL3. 
i°o I°6o - 
LO03 003 
[ °] oooo ~xo oooI ~x1~ ~.2  I o I l o I o 
¢0033 002 
[o~1] [!ooo] 
°101 601 
0033 .00~ ° 
0111 EX15 EX6 
o10 -. olo 
L1023 t -1022 
+ + 
I~ '] Ii ~] °°61 o11 °I° ~io~ L102 
[i°°i]Ooi 
L0032 
[ooooo] i!OoOO] oi sL4 °61 
I 0130 L0023 OO2 
[~°°i] 
1o001 
0022 
10 ~ ~xl~ ~1 ~ 
u103 k103 
+ + 
°161 0161 
100 0061 
LI03 I03~ 
Fig. 1. The matrix codes for Proposition 2 linked to @HP. 
OEA 
[i 1] IOo 
L002 
ooo 
6°I LO02 
Prop.4 
SC1 
p( 
ecoA Lem.~ 6°6 
L0033 
1000 L0033 L002 
Ix Ix ;] 12ol ooo  000 60 10 00 
LO03 L003 
IDY 
Io°~ 
k0033 
~Xl~ 188 ....... 660 ~ 
L0023 0021 
606 6601 
L0023 002~ 
Fig. 2. The matrix codes for Proposition 2 linked to OCOA. 
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OL 
°ol12] 
i oO oO o o 
103 
EX12 
OCL 
2] 
oOoO o
L103 
[ooo ] 
Lem.4 0 0 0 i EX10 i REV 
002 003 
¢~i~ °1°o ~oo~ 102 2 
Fig. 3. The matrix codes for Proposition 2 linked to OCL. 
[1] o~o o 
i lo o 
0030 
[o°1°i] 
I io o 
0022 
I10o ,~  ooo I~oO 
~. _ tO I IDY, 1003 Ocw ~F 1~°o c003 
003 I co03 
oooo ~IOo Io°I I I I0 IDY i 010  t -0033 
I°°  ~ °'°31 co03 L0033 LO03 
Ix] [0] o ~Ioo 1ooo 111o i 10~o 11 i0  I01  010  0 3 
°1° ~oo3~ ~oo3 LO02 
[i] li°°°l oooo 1°I1° ~'~ 1 Ooi i OolO ~ Olo 
co022 co 022 LO02 
I EX 15 
111° I°~1 ~2 o°Io 0000 IDY 0 TRI i010 LO02 
°II 01o oo~ L0023 L002 
R~v 
IDY 
li °°°] 
L0033 
00oo] 
0031 
Fig. 4. The matrix codes for Proposition 2 linked to Ocw. 
We remark that the paper [9] exhibits 113 different Narayana statistics which differ 
from those of Proposition 2 and which, by hindsight, have the form Mt =Mtocd +Mt~cd 
where t E {0, 1} and (c,d) can be arbitrary. Alternatively, the statistics of [9] have the 
form Mabc4, a and bE {0, 1} and cE {2,3}. 
We will omit some of the details of the proof of Proposition 2, including the com- 
puter program yielding the 59 codes as candidates. We will also omit some definitions 
and lemmas concerning rather simple bijections from C(n) to C(n) which are covered 
in [9]. 
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Table 2 
The number of candidate matrix codes for the various (a, b, c,d)'s 
405 
d=2 d=3 
a=0 a=l  a=2 a=3 a=0 a=l  a=2 a=3 
c=2 
b=0 8 (8) 3 (2) 3 (2) 18 (15) 14 (12) 4 (4) 3 (2) 6 (6) 
b= 1 5 (2) 11 (8) 18 (15) 4 (2) 6 (4) 15 (12) 8 (6) 4 (2) 
c=3 
b=0 6 (6) 3 (2) 4 (4) 14 (12) 18 (15) 3 (2) 3 (2) 8 (8) 
b= 1 4 (2) 8 (6) 15 (12) 6 (4) 4 (2) 18 (15) 11 (8) 5 (2) 
Part 1 of the proof of Proposition 2: finding the candidates. We employed a straight- 
forward computer program, which is a simple modification of the program appearing 
in [9], to determine a candidate set of matrix codes, Mabcd, that satisfies the Narayana 
distribution on C(n) for n--2,3 . . . . .  8. Stability in the collection of plausible candi- 
dates appeared at n--7. The number of candidate codes for n = 7 for each (a, b, c, d) is 
given in Table 2 where the parenthetical numbers count the codes with entries of M in 
(0, 1}. It was after the program produced the codes for OCOA and OCL that we recorded 
Definitions 2 and 3. Figs. 1-4 record the candidates and are essential for this paper. 
We remark that one can use both the symmetry between the step pairs 01 and 10 and 
the symmetry of the Narayana distribution in k about (n - 1 )/2 to obtain the symmetry 
exhibited by the parenthetical numbers in Table 2. The symmetry in the table concurs 
with limiting the catalog of Proposition 2 to eight patterns. 
Part 2 of the proof of Proposition 2: verification of the candidates. The next three 
sections show that OHp, @COA, OCL, and Ocw are Narayana statistics. We then see 
that each other candidate, found in Part 1 and represented by a 5 by 4 matrix M', is 
a Narayana code by establishing a bijection, Bu : [,-Jn>~0 C(n) ~ [-Jn>~o C(n), such that 
M(P) =M/(BIJ(P)), (8)  
where the matrix code M has been shown to be a Narayana code previously dur- 
ing the verification process. The definitions of the bijections we employ appear in 
Section 8. The transitivity of implication completes this part of the proof. We record 
the implications as M BU M' for arbitrary bijection BIJ in Figs. 1-4. We remark that 
a simple computer check on C(8) exhibits at least 50 distinct functions among the 59. 
One sees that there are at most 50 by observing the nine occurrences of the identity 
map, IDY, in Figs. 1-4. 
5. Bijections concerning polyominoes 
A parallelogram polyornino is an array of unit squares bounded by two lattice paths 
that intersect only initially and terminally. It is convenient to denote a parallelogram 
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polyomino by the bounding lattice paths, (p,q), where p is the left path. Let ~n, r  
denote the set of parallelogram polyominoes having perimeter 2n and r rows. 
The results of this section both facilitate the results of the following sections and 
appear to be interesting in themselves. We begin by considering the two well-known 
'natural' bijections from C(n) to the set Ul<~k<~n i~S~n+l, k" 
Definition 6. The bijection (This is essentially due to Narayana [7]; see [8, 
Section 3.1 ].) 
~b :{P E C(n): Or(P) = k} --* ~n+l,k+l 
is defined as follows: Let P =PI ...Ph...P2n E {P E C(n): Or(P) =k} be uniquely de- 
termined by the sequence of its peaks, say, (xl, yl ) .... (xj, yj) . . . . .  (xk+l, yk+l ). Define 
~b(P) = (p, q) E ~,+l ,k+l  SO that 
p = 01x~-101x3-x:-10... lXk+~--xk--iOln--xk+~ ' 
q = lYtOlY2-YI-Io..,  lYk-Y~-J-Ioln-y~-I 0
and p=0 1 n andq=l  n 0whenk=0.  
Fig. 5 illustrates this bijection for P = 00110001001111 E C(7) with Ov(P)- -  2. 
With the peaks, (x l ,y l )=(0,2) ,  (x2, y2)=(2,5) ,  and (x3,Y3)=(3,5). Hence, ~b(P)= 
(p ,q )E~8.3  with p=01101°014 and q= 120120110. 
Definition 7. The bijection (This appears in [2]; see [8, Section 3.2].) 
~b : {P E C(n): OEA(P) = k} --~ ~,+l ,k+l  
is defined as follows: Let P =Pl...P2hP2h+l...P2,. For n> 1, put 
~'(P) = (p, q) = (Opl P2... Ph... P, - l  1, lql q2--. qh... qn-10), 
(ph,qh)=(O, 1) 
(ph, qh) = (0, 0) 
(ph,qh)=(1, 1) 
(ph, qh)=(1,O) 
where 
m 
whenever  P2hP2h+l = 00,  
whenever P2hP2h+l = 01, 
whenever P2hP2h+l = 10, 
whenever P2hP2h+l = 11. 
When n = 1, ~,(P) = (01, 10). 
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(3 ,7 )  _ _ _ (7 ,7 )  
. . . .  : 
(9-,51 3 7 
t ' 
2 5 
; oK " 
(0 ,0 )  
Fig. 5. Here ~b maps a path in {P E C(7): @v(P)=2} to a polyomino in ~8,3. 
As an example of this bijection, the path P = 00110001001111 E C(7) with @EA 
(P) = 3 corresponds to the polyomino ~k(P) -- (p,q) E ~8,4  as follows: 
P= 0 01 10 00 10 01 11 1, 
p= 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1, 
q= 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0., 
Notice either bijection, ~b or ~k, yields the well-known result that I~.+l,k+ll is a 
Narayana number. Moreover, 
~/--10~ : {P E C(n): Ov(P)  = k} --~ {P E C(n): OEA(P ) = k} 
explains bijectively that 
I{Pe C(n): Ov(P)=k}l = I{P~ C(n): OEA(P)=k}[. 
Let ~¢~n,w denote the set of parallelogram polyominoes having perimeter 2n and w 
wide rows, where a row is wide when it contains more than one square. 
Define a map 
o9 : ~¢/~, . ,  ~ ~n,w+l ,  
as in Definition 8 or pictorially as in Fig. 6. which indicates a definition 'without 
words about words'. The exchange of the initial and final sequences of gray squares 
serves to preserve the number of notches on each boundary path when one of these 
sequences i  empty. This exchange is employed when the number of notches on each 
side is relevant as in Corollary 2. The left and right boundaries of each white region 
are rigid. I f  we do not exchange the initial and final sequences of gray squares, we 
define the following: 
Definition 8. Formulate o9 : #~/¢~,w ~ ~JJn, w+l SO that 
to(PiP2... Ph... Pn,qlq2...qh...qn)= (PlP2... Ph''" Pn'qlqx'''qh'''qn) 
where, for 1 ~< k < n, 
(i) P l=/31=qn=qn:0  and q l :q l :Pn=pn=l ,  
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-...> 
Fig. 6. Here a polyomino in~)~224,7 is mapped toone in ~)~24,8. 
(ii) /3k+ 1 and qk form the top and bottom of a unit square if, and only if, Pk and 
qk+l form the sides of a unit square and 
(iii) /3k+ 1= pk and qk =qk+l, otherwise. 
Proposition 3. The map 09 of Definition 8 is a bijection. 
The proof is immediate upon checking the definition. 
Since, under the bijection ~b:C(n)- -+~,+t,  each high peak on P E C(n) cor- 
responds to a wide row in ~b(P)E~n+l ,  and since [~n+l,k+ll is known to be 
Narayana number, the bijection 09 yields the following corollary as an equivalent to 
Proposition 1: 
Corollary 1. [~÷~,k[ equals the Narayana number of Eq. (1). 
Corollary 2. 
I{(P,q) E ~nn+l ,k  :p has i 10's, q has j 01's}[ 
= (n~k) (k ) (n~k) (~)_  (n~.k~- l ) (k_ -~) (n~.k l l  )(~++11)" 
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To prove this corollary we first employ the definition of co associated with Fig. 6 
to show the left-hand side of the equation is equal to the cardinality of the set 
{ (p ,q )E~,+Lk+l :  P has i 10's, q has j 01's}. A main result of [5,8] is that 
the cardinality of this set is given by the formula appearing on the right side of the 
equation, namely, the symmetric Kreweras-Poupard distribution. 
6. High peaks and conditional odd ascents 
Another proof that OHP is Narayana distributed uses the next bijection. Define 
cot : {P E C(n): OHp(P) = w} ----+ {e E C(n): Ov(P) = w} 
as follows: If (x, y) is the vertex of a high peak of P E {P E C(n): @HP(P) = w}, then 
(x+ 1, y -  1 ) will he the vertex of a valley of o)1(P). One can check that ~ol = ~b-l o~oo~b. 
This in turn motivates the following consideration for OCoA(P). 
Proposition 4. OCOA is a Narayana statistic. 
Proof. For P E C(n), let (p ,q)= ~k(P) denote the corresponding polyomino. 
OCOA(P) 
:e2h+l =0, 1 ~<j~<2h+2E Pj<h+ 1 and O<<.h<n} (9) 
:qh = 1,~0~<k~h+l Pk<0.<k.<h ~ qk and 0~<h<n} (10) 
= [{h:qh = 1, Ph+l is not the top of a unit square, 0 ~<h <n}l 
=# tall columns of the par. polyomino qJ(P)= (p,q) 
= # wide rows of the par. polyomino REFL(~k(P)) 
= (~EA (~/- 1 ((D(REFL(~/(P)))))- 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
Definition 2 yields line (9). For line (10), observe that h + 1> El~<j<~2h+25 = 
~l~<k~<h+l P2k-I + ~l~<k~<h+l P2k = ~0~<k~h(1 -- qk) + )'-~l~<k~<h+l Pk if, and only if, 
~0~k~<hqk > )-~l~<k~<h+l P~ = ~0~k~h+l Pk. For (11), observe that the step qh forms 
the base of a column of unit height in qJ(P) if, and only if, qh = 1 and ~0~<k~h qk= 
)-'~0~<k~h+l Pk. For (12), 'tall' means height greater than one. Observe pl = 0 if, and 
only if, the first column of the parallelogram polyomino determined by (p,q) is tall. 
For (13), let R~vL:~, , r - -+~, , , - r  denote the reflection of a parallelogram poly- 
omino about the line y =x. Hence, tall columns are transformed to wide rows. For 
(14), use the definition of OEA along with that of ~k and ~o. Thus, ~-1 o o9 o REEL o 
~k : {P E C(n): OCoA(P) = k} ~ {P E C(n): OEA(P) = k} is a bijection yielding the 
proposition. 
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7. The generating function proofs 
To prove Propositions 6 and 7 below, we will use generating function methods ince 
we lack direct bijective proofs. We will employ the known general result. (see [3,10]). 
Proposition 5. A Catalan path stat&tic, @(P), has the Narayana distribution if, and 
only if, 
F(t ,x)  = ~ t°(P)x #(O's in P) 
P 
(Here and below, the summation is over all Catalan paths. ) satisfies 
1 - (1 - x + tx)F + txF 2 = O. (15) 
Proposition 6. @CL is a Narayana statistic. 
Proof. In this section, modify OL(P) to be the Narayana statistic counting the nonini- 
tial long sequences of P. Put 
GCL(t,x) = ~ tOcL(P)x #(O's in P) and GL(t,x) = ~ tOL(P)x#(O's in P) 
P P 
Consider the following language decomposition recursively defining Un>~0 C(n), where 
C(O) contains just the point path. 
U C(n)= (01 U C(n)~ U (0 U C(n)1 U C(n)~. 
n>~l \ n~>0 / n>~l n>~0 / 
Let x mark any vertical step and let t mark any long sequence that must exceed 2 
steps whenever it descends to touch the constraint. We claim that the decomposition 
yields 
GCL -- 1 =XGcL + tX(GL -- 1)GcL. (16) 
To prove (16), we first observe that GCL is appropriate in the two right-hand summands 
since the accountability of conditional long ascents is independent of position, unlike 
OL which does not count an initial long sequence. 
Let P = 0 Q 1 R E 0Un>~l C(n)l Un~>0 C(n). In (16) the explicit t marks the long 
sequence determined by the first step of P together with the first step of Q. Next we 
show that GL -- 1 is appropriate for the part, U,~>l C(n)l: 
(i) If the last two steps of Q are 01, with parity relative to P, then Q has a short 
final sequence which does not contribute to 19L(Q). In P this 01 is contained in 
0110 or a final 011, neither of which contributes to @cL(P) since they touch the 
constraint. 
(ii) On the other hand, if the last two steps of Q are 11, then Q contributes 1 to 
OL(Q) while Q1 contributes 1 to OcL(P). 
Since, by Eq. (15), GL = 1/(1 - -x  + tx -  txGL), and since, by Eq. (16), GCL is equal 
to the same ratio, GCL = GL. 
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Definition 9. Let ('CW' for 'conditional-whatever' you wish to call it.) 
1 1 0 
Ocw(P)---- l 1 0 (P). 
0 0 
0 3 
(17) 
Proposition 7. Ocw is a Narayana statistic. 
Proof. We will use a result from [9], namely that (18) defines a Narayana statistic in 
terms of the notation of Definition 4. 
1 o (p) + z(p2 = o). (18) 
Ow(P) = 0 1 
1 0 
Put 
Gcw(t,x)= ~t°cw(e)x #C°'s in P) and Gw(t,x)= ~--~t°w(P)x #(O's in P) 
p P 
Consider the recursive decomposition of U,>~l C(n) given by 
( u (ou ( U  (n)O U ,'9) 
\n~>l / \ n~>l f \n>~l n~>l ./ 
We claim that this decomposition yields 
Gcw - 1 =x  + (Gcw - 1)x + tx(Gw - 1) + (Gcw - 1)tX(Gw - 1). (20) 
The second summand, (Gcw - 1)x, agrees with the third column of the matrix of 
(17) since appending 01 corresponds to inserting a final 10. Factor any P E (0 tO,~>l 
C(n)I)LJ(U,>~I C(n) 0 U,~L C(n)l) as P=QOORS1EC(n)  where Q and ORS are 
Catalan paths and R is a maximal subpath consisting of step pairs from {01, 10}. Let 
be obtained bijectively from R by replacing each 0 by 1 and vice versa. 
To obtain the last two summands of (20) we claim that 
Ocw(OORS 1) = Ow(0RS) + 1. (21) 
Suppose Q = QIQ2... Qj and R =RIR2...Rk. When j>0,  the form of the matrix code 
of (17) and Qj = 1, together with the first two O's in OORS 1 produces either 10 00 
or 10 01 as the four steps beginning with Qj, and the matrix code of (17) gives the 
summand 1 in (21). When Q has zero length, the first two O's in 00RS1 give a 1 by 
the first entry of the fifth row of (17). 
It is easy to finish checking (21) when k<6.  For k>~6, one can routinely verify 
that 
(i) Either R1R2----O1 or RIR2 = 10. By the first row of the matrix of (17) the con- 
tribution of OR1R2R3=OOIR3 to Ocw(OORS1) is 0, while the contribution of 
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ORIR2R3 = 010R3 is 1. Since R~ is the second step of OR 1 S, x(Rt = 0) = 0 when 
A 
OR1R2R3 = 001R3, while x(RI = 0) = 1 otherwise. Thus RIR2 and R,R2 make the 
same contributions to Ocw(OORS1) and Ow(0RS), respectively. 
(ii) Checking the matrix codes shows that the contribution of R2hR2h+lR2h+2R2h+3 to 
Ocw(R) agrees with that of g2h-lg2he2h+lg2h+2 to Ow(R). 
(iii) Either S has length one with nothing to show, or $1S2 = 00. If SIS2 = 00, Rk00S3 
A 
contributes 1 to Ocw(R) while Rk_lRkO0 contributes 1 to Ow(R). 
(iv) From the matrix code definitions we have 
Ow(P)  = [{h:P2h-lP2h = 10}l + I{h:P2h-I --- 0, P2h+l = 0}l + z(P2 = 0), 
while 
Ocw (P) = I{h : P2he2h+, 10 and P2h+2P2h+3 • 01 }[ 
+ { h:P2hP2h+lP2h+2P2h+3=lO01 and ~Pj>h}j<~2h 
+ [{h :P2h = 0 and P2h+2 = 0}[ -'[- z(P2 = 0). 
Hence the contribution of each S2h+lS2h+2S2h+3S2h+4 makes the same contribution 
to Ocw(00RS1) as S2hS2h+lS2h+2Szh+3 doesto Ow(0RS). This completes our proof 
of (21). 
Since, by Equation (15), Gw = 1/(1 -x  + tx - txGw), and since, by Eq. (20), Gcw 
is equal to the same ratio, Gcw = Gw, completing the proof of Proposition 7. 
8. The bijections 
We now reference the relatively routine bijections on C(n) that establish many of 
the implications for Figs. 1-4. We will omit the routine proofs that each specified map 
does indeed produce a bijection satisfying Eq. (8). First we mention informally the 
bijections appearing in detail in the paper [9]. 
Bijection. ioY denotes the identity. 
Since any path P must have the same number of O0's as 11 's, P must have the same 
number of O0's as 1 l 's that do not belong to any O0 11 subpath. Hence we are able to 
establish the following lemma which explains why some path statistics can have more 
than one representation as a matrix code. 
Lemma 5. For any P E C~(n),  111 [ oo 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 (P) = 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
(P). 
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Bijection. REV (P) reverses a path, P, and then exchanges each 0 for a 1 and vice 
versa. 
There are interesting lemmas for REV in [9]. 
Bijection. EX6 transforms each path, P, so that after the first 00 in P, every 01 and 
every 10 is replaced by the other step pair. 
Bijection. SL1 transforms each path by 'sliding' maximal subpaths consisting only 
of 01's across adjacent 'ascending' subpaths consisting essentially of 00's interspersed 
with perhaps ome 01's. SL2, SL3, and SL4 are defined analogously. 
Bijection: scl acts on a path by 'changing' certain 01's to 10's, and vice versa while 
'sliding' them across an adjacent maximal subpath of 00's. 
Bijection: VR1 transforms a path by 'transferring' each 01 immediately on the 
right side of a 00 to the left side of a 11. TR2 is defined analogously in terms 
of 10. 
Now, we introduce some new bijection. 
Bijection: SYM simply replaces each 01 with a 10 and vice versa on a path. 
Lemma 6. For any P E [.Jn>0 C(n), 
[ 000  
1 0 (P)  = 
0 0 
0 2 
0 
0 
= 0 
0 
1 
1 1 
0 0 
1 0 
0 0 
0 2 
1 1 
0 1 
0 0 
0 0 
0 3 
1] 
0 
0 (P) 
0 
3 
1 
0 
0 (SYM(P)). 
0 
2 
Proof. The left-hand formula accounts for long ascents by checking the subpaths con- 
taining the first two steps of each long ascent. Specifically, a subpath 100 must belong 
to one of the configurations 11 00, 01 00, 10 00, or 10 01; while an initial long ascent 
is counted by the first entry of the fifth row. 
In like manner, the middle formula accounts for long ascents by checking the sub- 
paths containing the last two steps of each long ascent with the exception of an initial 
long ascent of length 2. An initial long ascent of length 2 is counted by the first entry 
of the fifth row. The right-hand formula holds by the symmetry between 01 and 10. 
Bijection: EX9 acts on a path by exchanging each 01 or 10 immediately preceding a
11 by the other. 
Bijection: Exl0 modifies each maximal subpath consisting of steps from {01, 10} 
having its initial point more than one unit from the constraint, while leaving the other 
steps of the path unaltered. Let QIQ2 ...Qh ...Qm, Qh E {01, 10} be such a maximal 
subpath and R1R2 ...Rm be its image. Put Rm =Qm. For h=m - 1,m - 2 . . . . .  2, 1 put 
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Rh=Rh+~ if Qh=01; put Rh=01 if Qh=10 and Rh+l = 10; put Rh=01 if Qh=10 
and Rh+l = 01. 
1 
Bijection: Exl 1 is defined as Exl0 is defined, except hat the roles of 01 and 10 are 
exchanged. 
Bij'ection: Exl2 modifies each maximal subpath consisting of steps from {01, 10} 
having its initial point more than one unit from the constraint, while leaving the other 
steps of the path unaltered. Let QIQ2 ...Qh ...Qm, Qh E {01, 10} be such a maximal 
subpath and R1R2 ...Rm be its image. Put Ri =Q1. For h=2 .. . . .  m put Rh=Rh-1 if 
Qh =01; put Rh =01 ifQh = 10 and Rh-i = 10; put Rh=01 ifQh = 10 and Rh-i = 10. 
- -  1 
Bo'ection: Exl3 is defined as Exl2 is defined except hat the roles of 01 and 10 are 
exchanged. 
Bijection: Exl4 modifies each maximal subpath consisting of steps from {01, 10} 
having its initial point one unit from the constraint, while leaving the other steps of 
the path unaltered. Let QIQ2...Qh...Qm, Qh E {01, 10} be such a maximal subpath 
l 
and RIR2 ...Rm be its image. Put R1 :Q1.  For h=2 .. . . .  m put Rh =Rh-l  if Qh=01; 
put Rh =01 if Qh = 10 and Rh-1 = 10; put Rh =01 if Qh = 10 and Rh-l = 10. 
Bijection: Exl5 is defined as Exl4 is defined except hat the roles of 01 and 10 are 
exchanged. 
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